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Neustadt (1961) has developed an algorithm for solving the time 
optimal problem where the system dynamics are linear in both the state 
and control variables, the control variables are bounded, and fixed or 
variable end point conditions are considered. He (Neustadt, 1963) 
later extended this work to inelude cost funetionMs which include the 
control variables. This approach is applicable to many control prob- 
lems. Mediteh and Neustadt (1964) used this method for a mid-course 
guidance scheme which minimized the total fuel expended uring the 
guidance maneuver. 
The purpose of this paper is to show how this technique can be ex- 
tended to include at least quadratic terms in both the state and control 
variables in the cost funetionM. This result is not only of utility for 
control systems of the stated form, but is also of fundamental im- 
portance in two algorithmic approaches to optimal control systems 
synthesis problems of more general nature which are under investiga- 
tion by the authors. In these techniques, the more general problem of 
controlling asystem described by a set of first order nonlinear differential 
equations in an optimal manner according to a general cost function is 
treated by algorithms of "Sequential Optimization." In these algorithms, 
an initial estimate of the control vector as a function of time is sequen- 
tially improved using, among other techniques, the results developed 
in this paper. 
I .  PROBLEM STATEMENT 
Given the dynamical equations: 
2(t) = A(t )x(t )  + B(t)u(t)  (1.1) 
where: 
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A(t) is an n X n matrix 
B(t) is an n X m matrix 
x(t) is an n X 1 vector (1.2) 
u(t) is an m X 1 vector 
with fixed boundary conditions: 
z (0)  = z0 ,  z ( , )  = z l  
(1.3)  
0 -_ t _-< r, r is a fixed value. 
We define a control region U c E~0. The set U is assumed compact. 
Vector valued control functions u(t) are admissible, if each component is
measurable mad is in the range of U for t C [0, r]. 
We must find an admissible u(t) ~ U such that the cost functional 
f0" x~+~(r) = {f(x, t) + h(u, t)} dt (1.4) 
is minimized. The constraints assumed in the integrand are: 
(a) f(x, t) and h(u, t) are convex, single valued continuous functions 
of their respective arguments x and u for all t ~ [0, r], and h(u, t) is 
strictly convex in u. 
(b) The second partial derivatives off (x,  t) and h(u, t) exist and are 
continuous with respect o their arguments for all t C [0, r]. 
I t  is further assumed that A (t) and B(t) are continuous and bounded 
for all t C [0, r]. 
II. DERIVATION OF THE OPTIMAL CONTROL 
Pontryagin (1962) has proven that if there is an admissible control 
u(t), t C [0, r], which yields a solution to the optimal problem, then 
there exists a nonzero, continuous vector function ~(t) - {¢1, .. • , ~+1} 
corresponding to u(t) and x(t) such that for all t ~ [0, ¢] the function 
H[~(t), x(t), u(t), t] attains its maximum at the point u = u(t), i.e.: 
M[~(t), x(t), t] = Max H[~(t), x(t), u(t), t] (2.1) 
uEu 
where 
H[~(t), x(t), u(t), t] = @r(t)(A(t)x(t) -t- B(t)u(t) ) 
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q- ~+l ( t ) [ f (x ( t ) ,  t) q- h(u, t)l 
= (~l(t), ~2(t), " "  Cn(t)) r 
~. = (g , ( t ) ,  ~b~+l(t ) ]  T. 
The vector valued functions x(t)  and ~b(t) must satisfy the differential 
equations given below. 
aH 
2 - - A ( t )x  Jr- B ( t )u  (2.2) a~ 
¢ = _a l l  = _¢,,+~ af(x, t__~) _ [A(t ) ]~ (2.3) 
Ox Ox 
¢~+1 = 0 
~+1 = constant _-< 0. 
We shall consider here the nondegenerate problem of Rozonoer; Thus 
we can normalize the augmented adjoint vector ~(t) such that ¢n+l 
= -1  (Rozonoer, 1959). 
We shall assume that x(r) = x' is not on the boundary of the set 
~(r). If this were not true, the optimal control would be totally bounded 
over the time interval [0, r]. Such problems are not considered and the 
computational method discussed here is not valid in this case. Further- 
more, as the final desired state x(r) approaches the boundary of ~(r), 
the number of iterations required for convergence will increase rapidly 
until failure to converge occurs for x(r) on the boundary of ~t(r). 
Let X* = (X, -1 )  = (~1, ~2, "'" , M,  --1) be an arbitrary initial 
condition vector for the vector function ~(t) in (2.3). We will define a 
real valued function ~+~(~) such that ~+1(~) attains its maximum at 
those values of ~ for which the solution of (2.2) and (2.3) determines the 
optimal control. The geometrical significance of ~+~(~,) will be clarified 
below. (See, for instance, Fig. 1.) Let this value of ), be v = 
(V l ,  V2,  " '"  , Vn) .  
The general solution to (2.2) is given by 
x(t)  = X( t )  Xo q- X - l ( s )B(s )u (s )  d . (2.4) 
X( t )  is the n X n matrix solution satisfying the following equations: 
X( t )  -- A ( t )X( t )  
X(0) = I (the identity matrix). 
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FIG. 1. The set of attainability 
X 
Let us define the set of attainability, a(t), as the set of M1 those end- 
points of the responses (x(r), Xn+l(~')) which are reachable, using an 
admissible control, from the initial condition (z0,0).  
(2.5) 
a(t) = [where: u ( t ) i s  admissible, f°~[f(x't) + h(u,t)]dt; 
The control u(X*, t) is an extremal control if for some X* = (X, --1) 
it satisfies the maximum condition: 
~,(x*, t ) .B ( t )u (X* ,  t) - h[u(X*, t), t] 
(2.6) 
= Max {¢(X*, t).B(t)v -- h(v, t)} 
vEu 
for all t 6 [0, t]. Since h(v, t) is strictly convex, u(X*, t) is a unique maxi- 
mum. x(X*, t) and ~(X*, t) are defined to be the solutions of (2.2) and 
(2.3) with the initial conditions x(X*, O) = x0 and ¢(X*, O) = X. 
In order that the problem not be vacuous, we shall assume that there 
are infinitely many extremal controls which will transfer the state vector 
from xo to the attainable set in the time T. That extremal control which 
transfers the state vector from x0 to xl and minimizes the cost functional 
x~+l(~) is called an optimal control. 
Let us define the extremal solution vector z(X*, r) by 
z(x*, ~) = (x(x*, ,), x~+~(x*, ~)). (2.7) 
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If the end point xl may be reached using an extremal control (Snow, 
1964), then the final value of the optimal solution vector z(,/*, t) is 
given by: 
z(~*,~) (xl 0 = , x,+lO-)). (2.s) 
x°+l(r) is the minimum of x~+l(r), z(~/*, r) is the optimal solution 
vector which Uses the optimal control function u(~/*, t) on the interval 
[0, ~]. 
We now use Lee'.s Lemma (Lee, 1964) restated in our notation. 
LEMMA. Let u(),*, t), 0 <= t <--_ r be an allowable extremal control with 
corresponding response z(X*, r):which starts at (x0, 0) = z(X*, 0); 
for ¢, = (~, ~/n+l), then: 
,~(x*, ~). z(x*, ~) __> ,~(x*, ~).co 
for ~,+l < 0 and all o) C f~(r). 
If the set f~(z) is closed, Lee (1964) has proven that the inequality of the 
Lemma establishes the fact that the set is convex. Furthermore, the 
outward pointing normal of the hyperplane which is tangent o the set 
is the final value of the adjoint vector ~(X*, r) whose component 
~,~+~(x*, ~) < O. 
In Lee's development, the inequality of the Lemma follows from Eq. 
(2.6) rewrittem as follows: 
~(x*, t).B(t)u(X*, , )  - h[u(X*, t), t] 
>= ¢(~*, t ) .B ( t )u ( t )  -- h(u( t ) ,  t) 
for all u(t) C U. Since u(X*, t) is a unique maximum in (2.6), the => sign 
may be replaced by > for all u(t)  ~ u(X*, t). Utilizing the convexity of 
f (x,  t) in Lee's development, we find that the equality will hold only if 
co = z(X*, r). Thus we have strict convexity of the lower boundary of 
the set ~(r). 
The requirement that h(u, ~) be strictly convex and hence that Eq. 
(2.6) have a unique maximum certainly restricts the generality of the 
proposed method. Without this restriction the computational method 
using the gradient echnique would not be applicable since strict con- 
vexity of 9,(r) would not be assured. Without the unique maximum 
condition it would not be possible to insure a unique optimal control 
The existence of more than one optimal control would not necessarily 
prevent the existence of a unique optimal trajectory. Such cases are 
not considered in this study. 
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The Lemma has the geometrical representation shown in Fig. 1. In 
n-dimensional space, the curve would be a hypersurface and the tangent 
line would be a hyperplane. 
Let B(z(X*, r)) be the equation of this hyperplane which is tangent 
to the set at the point z(X*, r). Let ~ = (~,  (2, "'" , ~ ,  ~,,, ~+~) 
be a vector whose end point lies on this plane at the point where the line 
x(r) = x, intersects this plane. We see that 
¢(x*, ~). z(X*, ~) = ~(x*, ~). 
(2.9) 
= ~(x*, ~). (x~, ~+~). 
From Lee's Lemma we have: 
~(X*,~)- z(X*,~) 
or:  
or: 
~(x*,~)- z( ,* , , )  
,~(x*, ~)-(x~, ~+~) = > ¢(x*, ~) . (~ , x°+0 
0 
@()k*, T ) 'X l -  ~n+l(T) ~_ @(~k $, T ) '3~1-  Xn-I-I(T) 
0 -~+~(~) _->-z~+~(~) 
(talC) 
(2.11) 
0 
If we solve (2.9) for ~+l(v) 
~+1 = ¢(x*, ~).xl  - ,~(x*, ~). z(X*, ~). 
From (2.11) we see that in order to make ~+1 0 = x~+t we I~Ltst maxi lnize 
~+1. We see that ~+~ is actually a function of X for a fixed r. We indicate 
this by writing: 
~+~(x) = ~(x*, ~).Xl - ,~(x*, ~). z(x*, ~). (2.12) 
Since the lower boundary of a(r)  is strictly convex, the function (,~+I(X) 
will be a unique function of X if ~(X*, r) and z(X*, ~) are unique func- 
tions of X. The continuity of these functions with respect o their argu- 
ments will be discussed in Section V. The uniqueness of ~+~(X) may be 
difficult to verify for particular cost functional integrands. In general, it 
can be said that ~+t(X) will not be unique if the control determined 
from (2.6) is not unique. 
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III. THE METHOD OF STEEPEST ASCENT 
We may use the method  of steepest ascent to max imize  ~+I(X).] 
Since X = (Xl, ks, • • • , ),~) is a vector in E~, ~+l(X) will trace out a 
path as we vary X. It  is necessary for steepest ascent hat: 
dX~_ £0~+1(X) i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n .  (3.1) 
ds OX~ 
Since this is true for each component, we can see that we must have the 
following: 
dX 
ds - £V~n+l(X). (3.2) 
The constant k determines the rate at which we move along the gradient. 
In the discrete version, this is a step size constraint which must be de- 
termined either analytically or experimentally aswe solve the iterative 
problem. 
IV. EVALUATION OF THE GRADIENT 
In order to evaluate the components of the gradient vector V~+I(X), 
we must determine 0 ~n+l (X)/0k ~ from (2.12). Following Neustadt (1963), 
we can prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM. I f  ~(k*, r) = (~b(k*, r) ,  --1) is the adjoint vector which is 
the outward normal to the tangent hyperplane at the point z(X*, ~) of 
~(.r), where X* = (k, --1) is the initial condition vector for the adjoint 
equations, and if O~b(k*, ~-)/OX and z(X*, r) are both continuous at the 
point X* = X ° and t = r, then the function q~(X) = ~(X*, r ) .  z(X*, r) has 
continuous partial derivatives at X* = X ° which are given by: 
0¢(X°____~) = 0~(X °, r )  . z(X0, r) i -- 1, 2, . . .  , n. (4.1) 
OX~ OX~ 
Proof: 
¢(h*)  -- ¢ (h  °) = ~(k* ) .  z (k* )  -- ¢(X°) • z(X °) (4.2) 
where we have dropped the r for ease of notat ion.  This can be written as 
¢(x* )  - ¢ (x  °) = ,~(x°) - z(X*) - ~(x°) .  z(X °) 
+ [¢(x*) - ~(x°)]  • z(X °) + [~(x*) - ~(x°) ] . [  z(X*) - z(X°)]. 
Divid ing both sides of this equat ion by II x* - x ° l[: 
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¢(x*) - ~(x °) = ~(x°) .z(x *) - ~(x°) .z(x °) 
li x*  - ~o tl I[ x*  - x o I1 
+ - - :  ~ ]  L H~ ~;  J 
Transposing and taking the absolute value: 
tl x* - x ° II . . . .  - ~# / " z(x°) 
< ,~(x°).z(x *) _ ,~(x°).z(x°) ] 
(4.3) 
= H X* X ° II I 
_ ~ ~ j [z(X*) - z (x° ) ]  
From Lee's Lemma (1964), we have 
,~(x°) • z(x °) => ,~(x°)-z(x*) 
(4.4) 
~(x*) .  z(x*) _-> ~(x*).  z(~ °) 
From (4.4) we see that 
o > ,~(x°). z(x*) - ~(x°). z(x °) 
(4.5) 
o > ~(x*).  z(X °) - ~(x*) .  z(~*) 
From (4.5) 
I~(x°).  z(x*) - ~(x°). z(x°) I < I t (x°)  . z(x*) - t (x°) ,  z(x °) 
+ t (x* ) ,  z(x °) - t (x* ) ,  z(x*) ] 
Therefore: 
l ~(x °) .z(x*) - ,~(x °) .z(x °) < JR x*  - x° Jl = 
Substituting this relation into (4.3) : 
II x* - xo II x ° It _1 
- 
< 2 L ]i R-* - ~ ] " [z(x*) - ~(xo)] . 
I t (x*)  - ~(~o)-]. [z(x*) - z(x°)] ~ ~ j 
(4.6) 
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Let us define)~*-- X ° = (0 . . .  0, AA ,0  . . .  0), where AA is the ith 
coordinate of ()~* -- k°). Since [I k* -- ~0 i] = [AA ], (4.6) becomes 
¢(x*)  - ¢(~°) r~(~, )  _ ~(2) ]  z(xO)[ 
~x - L ~k  j " ] 
Now taking the limit as AA ~ O, or X* ~ X °, we see that: 
Lim ¢(k*) - ¢(~o) = a¢(ko) 
~x~0 At k 0hi 
Lira ~(k*) -- ~(k °) _ a~(k °) 
~x~o At h O~t 
because of the continuity of z(X*) at X* = ~0, z(X*) ---> z(X °) ; hence: 
°+(x°--~) - °~(x-~°- ) • z(x °) = 0. 
0hi 0),t 
Therefore we have: 
°¢(x°----~) = a~(x°--~) • z(x °) = a¢(x°---J), z(x°). (4.7) 
OX~ OX~ O~i 
V. CONTINUITY WITH RESPECT TO THE INITIAL CONDITIONS 
We found that it was necessary to maximize ~n+l(~) which was given 
by the following equation. 
~n+l(k) = ~(h*, z).xl - ~(h*, v). z(h*, z). (5.1) 
From (3.2), we must evaluate V~+I()0. Using (4.7), we find that 
0~n~-X()k_~_..~) = 0~()k*, T) • (Xl - -  Z()k 8, T ) )  i "~- 1, 2, . . .  ,n. (5.2) 
From the theorem in Section IV, the gradient is a continuous function if 
a~(h*, 7)/0h and z(),*, z) are continuous functions of k* for a fixed r. 
In order to demonstrate, therefore, that the gradient is a continuous 
function we will examine, in this section, the continuity of a~(k*, z)/0k 
and z(k*, z). We wilI also digress, briefly, to examine the problem of the 
evaluation of the partial derivatives a~(X*, z)/ah. 
Considering first the continuity of 0~()~*, .r)/Oh, under the assumption 
that h(u, t) is strictly convex in u, the control u(k*, t), found from 
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(2.6), is a continuous function of ¢(k*, t). Since ~(X*, t) is a continuous 
function of t, u{X*, t) is eontiImous in t. 
If U = E,~, the control u(X*, t), determined from (2.6) can be re- 
placed by a continuous function of ¢(x*, t) in (2.2). We wish to show 
that the partial derivatives of x and ¢ with respect o their initial con- 
ditions exist and are continuous on t ~ [0, r]. An existence theorem may 
be found in Murray and Miller (1954~), p. 86, under which the partial 
derivatives atisfy the required conditions. 
TI~EOR~I 2. 
Hypothesis: 
(i) Let f~(y~ • . .  y,~ , x) ,  i = 1, • • • , n be n real valued funct ions of the 
n ÷ 1 real variables f l ,  y~, •. • y~,  x defined and continuous on an open 
region T of (n + 1)-dimensional  euclidean space. 
(ii) Let  Of~/Oyi i, j = 1, . . .  , n exist and be jo int ly  continuous in 
y l ,  "'" y~,xon  T. 
(iii) Let (yl,o , "'" , y~,o, Xo) be a point of T. 
(iv) There exists a solution {Oi(x), .- .  , O~(x)} to the system of dif- 
ferential equations 
dy~ _ f i (y l ,  " "  , y~,  x) ,  i = 1, . . .  , n 
d'y 
defined on xo <= x <= c with values {Ol(x), . . .  O~(x), x} in T and yj,o = 
O~(xo). 
Conclusion: 
There exists a constant b + > 0 and n funct ions 
y~ = Oi(x, Yi*, "'" y~*, x*)  
defined on a region M,  Xo <= x <= c, l Yl* - Y~,o ] <= b +, Ix* -- xo I =< b+ 
such that: 
( i )  oe~/ax = f~(o l ,  . . .  , on, x)  for Xo < x <_ e. 
(ii) The Oi(x, yi*, • y~* • . , , x*) are jo int ly  continuous in x~yi*, . . .  , 
. 
y~ , x on M.  
(iii) y¢* O~(x* * * ). = , yl , " ' "  , yn , X* 
(iv) The OOi/Oyi* exist and are continuous for 
xo_<_ x__< e, I y i * -  y~,ol < b +, fx* -  xol =< b ÷. 
In the present application the right-hand sides of (2.2) and (2.3) 
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correspond to f~(yl , y2 , • • • , yn , x) and they satisfy the hypothesis of 
the theorem for U = E~. Thus the partial derivatives exist and are 
continuous on t C [0, r]. 
Under these conditions, (5.2) represents a continuous function of k. 
The problem remains as to the evaluation of the partial derivatives, 
aCJ(k*, r)/0h. Scharmaek (1963) has shown one way to evaluate similar 
partials with respect o the initial conditions. We will digress briefly 
to consider the problem of the evaluation of the partial derivatives, 
0~(h*, r)/0h. 
Let us consider formally the partial derivatives of the canonical 
equations (2.2) and (2.3) with respect o the initial condition vector h. 
oh - axa¢~ _ + a¢~  \ oh ] '  
If we can interchange the partial and total derivatives, we have the 
following equations. 
d--t -~ = 0~ O-k + -~ \ -~  ] 
(5.3) 
d (0@)  O~H(ax)  02H (0¢)  
d~ -~ = oz2 ~ - O-~x ~ " 
This interchange is valid if the following equalities hold (note that h 
is not a function of time). Equations (5.3) are evaluated along the 
trajectories determined by the solution of (2.2) and (2.3) with their 
respective initial conditions 
02x 0~x 
OtOk - OhOt 
OtOk - OkOt" 
If all derivatives are continuous in the domain of definition, the order 
of differentiation is immaterial (c.f. Kaplan (1953)). Thus (5.3) is 
valid. We can determine the initial conditions on (5.3) since x(0) = x0, 
and ¢(0) = h. 
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O_~ t=o = ~ (null matrix), 
~i,=o=I (identity matrix). 
Note that Ox/OX and 06/0X are n X n matrices. Let us define 
_ 'tox ' ox- ' = F 0¢ 
(~ '  ox-;' ""  ~)  
Now (5.2) can be written in component notation. 
0~+l(x) _ ~ 0¢j (x? zJ(x *, ~)), 
OXi j=l -~ i  - -  
(5.5) 
= ~ Y~j(x/- zJ(X *, ~)). 
j=l  
Y~j = 0~b~-(X*, r)/OX~ is one component of the solution of (5.3) and 
J(X*, r) is the jth component of z(X*, r). In general we have the 
gradient determined. 
v~,+l(x) = r (x l  - z(x*, ~)). (5.6) 
Using (3.2) and (5.6), we have our iteration defined by the following. 
d._Xk = kY(x l  -- z(X*, r)). 
ds 
In the gradient echnique proposed, we will use the discrete version. 
x (~+" = x ") + kY(x~ - z(X "), ~)). (5.7) 
With any initial estimate X (°, we can get an improved estimate since 
z(X (°, r) is just the result of the integration of our original set of equa- 
tions. 
The gradient echnique is applicable if "l~" is a sufficiently small 
constant and if ~+I(X) has a unique extremum. If the extremum were 
not unique this would require that initial conditions X be chosen such 
that ~n+~(X) be in a sufficiently close neighborhood of 0 Xn+l('r) for the 
gradient technique to be applied. Techniques for determining the optimal 
step size/cV~+~(X) are well known (Saaty and Brain, 1964). An accelera- 
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tion method for convergence has been developed by Powell (1962) and 
applied successfully by Paiewonsky (1963). 
If U c E, , ,  the control u(X*, t) or some ofRs  components can be 
bounded over some subintervals of [0, ~-]. We can break up the interval 
[0, ~-] into subintervals L .  
I~ = {t E [0, r ] ;0  _-< #-1 < t-< t ~_ -<r , i=  1, - . .  ,N} .  (5.8) 
We have assumed a finite number of these intervals. Then 
N 
U I ,  ~ [o, r]. 
i= i  
The subintervals are taken such that t ~ represents the time at which 
one or more components either reach the boundary from the interior of 
U o1" leave the boundary for the interior of U. Considering the first 
such interval I1, we see that Theorem 2 (Murray and Miller, 1954) 
is satisfied for t C Ix. We find that x(X*, t) and ¢(X*, t) have continuous 
partial derivatives with respect o the ialRial condition vector X. Since 
u(X*, t) is a continuous function of ¢(X*, t), then the point t = # 
must also be a continuous function of X*. 
Let us indicate this by defining 
1 x = x(x*, t~(x*)), 
~ = ¢(x*, #(x*)). 
Differentiation with respect o the initial conditions yields the equations 
which must be satisfied as initial conditions on the next interval. 
Oxj ~ _ Ox~(X*, t) + 2~(h*, t) at~(~'*) 
Oh~  Ohj OXj ' 
i , j=  1,2 , . . . ,n .  (5.9) 
O~b~ 1 _ O¢,(X*, t) .+ ¢,(X*, t) Ot~(h*) 
Oh3 .~ OX~. Ohj ' 
The r ight -hand sides of (5.9) are to be evaluated at t = #. Cont inu ing  
in  this  fashion for t 2, t ~ . . -  , t N we can generate 0x(k*,  ~')/Ox and 
O~(X*, z)/OX which are continuous functions of k but only piecewise 
continuous in't. We notice from these equations that if O#(X*)/OXi = 0, 
then (5.9) reduce immediately to the set of continuous olutions of 
(5.3), 
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Considering the right-hand side of (5.9) again, the terms ax~(X*, t)/OXj 
and 0~(X*, t)/aXi are determined at times t 1, t 2, . . .  , t s from their 
value at the end of the previous interval as determined by (5.3). The 
• / values for the terms x~X , t) and ¢~(X*, t) are determined at the times 
# , t 2, • • • , t N from (2.2) and (2.3). It  remains to determine O{ ( X * ) / O X j . 
The method for doing this may be found in Seharmack (1963) and is 
given explicitly by Eqs. (6.20), (6.27), aM (8.22) of his paper. Briefly, 
the technique in Scharmack is, of course, based on the constraint 
equations on the control vector, which in vector form we may write as 
G(x, u) > O, where G(x, u) is a "q" vector where "q" is the number of 
constraints involved, 0 is also a "q" vector, and x and u are the state 
and control vectors, respectively. If we assume that at time # the 
constraint involved is the first element G ~ of the constraint vector G 
and if we replace the u vector in the G vector by x and ~ through the use 
of Equation (2.6), then # is given from 
G~(x(#, X*), ~(t ~, X*)) = 0. 
If partial differentiation with respect to t ~ is taken on this equation 
then from implicit function theory the result may be solved to obtain 
O#(X*)/OXi as shown by Eq. (8.22) in Seharmaek (1963). When coming 
off a boundary the same general technique is used, and in this manner 
we may obtain O#(X*)/OXi. (See Seharmaek's paper for further de- 
tails and examples.) 
Returning again to the question of the continuity of the gradient 
we consider now the demonstration of the continuity of z(X*, r) with 
respect o X* for a fixed r. 
Over the entire interval [0, w], ~(X*, t) satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem 2 (Murray and }Iiller, 1954). Thus ~(X*, t) is a continuous 
function of both X and t. The requirement that a? and ¢ be defined on an 
open region is met if we define P as shown. 
r = {(x, ¢) c E~ × E,~ ; x(x, ~) ~ a(~), V t ~ [0, q}. 
f~(r) is the interior of a(r) .  
It is obvious that x(X*, t) is continuous in t. Lee's Lemma (1964) 
has shown that for z(X*, r) 6 f~(r), the following inequality holds. 
,~(x*, ;). z(x*, ;) > ~(x*, ~).o 
for all ~ 6 ~q (r). 
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Since the control set U c E~ was assumed compact and the time 
interval, [0, T], is finite, the set ~(r) is bounded. This follows directly 
from our assumptions on f(x, t), h(u, t), A(t), and B(/).  (See Aoki 
(1964).) 
Let {~j} C En+l be a sequence of vectors such that 
Lira X3 = },*. 
j~:o 
Then the set {z(Xj, r)} has at least one cluster point. Since every 
bounded sequence in E~+I has a convergent subsequence, we define this 
subsequence as follows: 
Lira ~.~ = X*, 
]z-~¢O 
Lira z(X~'k, ~) = fl*. 
Let us assume there is a second such subsequence 
Lira ~,~-~ = X*, 
l-->~ 
Lim z(Xjz, r) = fl**. 
l->c¢ 
Using Lee's Lemraa we have 
~(x~, ~). z(xj~, ~) __> ~(xj~, ~). z(xj~, ~), 
~(xj,, ~). z(xj,, ~) > ~(xj,, ~)- z(x~, ~). 
Since ¢(X, r) is continuous in X, we can take the lirait of the first equa- 
tion with respect o/~ and the second with respect o 1. 
~(x*, ~)-~* > ~(x*, ~)- z(~j~, ~), 
~(x*, ~)-~** > ~(x*, ~). z(Xj~, ~). 
Again taking liraits with respect o 1 and k, 
~(X*, ~)-~* > ~(X*, ~).~**, 
~(X*, ~)-~** > ,~(X*, ~).~*. 
This implies fl* = ~** = /~, hence we have 
Lira X~. = X*, 
Lira z(Xj, r) = ft. 
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Again using the lemma, 
~(x~, ~). z(x~, ~) __> ,~(xj, ~). z(x*, ~). 
Consider the limit as j --+ oo 
¢~(~*, ~).~ _-> ¢(~*, ~). z(~*, ~). 
Since fl(r) is strictly convex, this is possible, if and only if, 
fl = z(X*, ~). 
This implies that z(k*, r) is continuous at X = X*, since z(k*, r) is 
bounded for any sequence of vectors {~,~-} which converges to ~*. 
VI. EVALUATION OF THE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
The use of this method requires the solution of the set of (5.3). They 
can be integrated along with the dynamical equations which yield 
z(X*, r). If we do this, the matrix of coefficients O*'H/Ox 2 and 02H/0¢ 2is 
already calculated. At the final time t = r, the solution of this set of 
equations yields the desired 0¢/0~ for our use in (5.6). 
For this particular problem, the coefficients of (5.3) are: 
a2H 
- -  = A( t ) ,  
Ox O~ 
o~H - - -=  [A ( t ) ]  r, (6 .1 )  
O@ Ox 
a2H aef(x, t) 
Ox 2 Ox 2 
All these terms are known and can be readily evaluated. The term 
02H/a~b 2 can be evaluated from the following. 
~c = A(t )  x -k B( t )u ,  
OH 
o~ 
Let us take partial derivatives with respect to the initial condition vector 
;~ as in (5.3). 
(°0 (°0 d Ox = A(t )  -~ +B( t )  dt 
o-t -oxo¢  -~ + ~-  -~ " 
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Since 
we must have 
au au a~ 
a~ a~ ax 
02H - B(t)  Ou (6.2) 
a~ 2 a~, " 
u(t) is determined from (2.6) and hence is a function of ~. H is a 
concave function of u for h(u, t) is a convex function of u for all t C [0, v]. 
Since the set U is a compact set, the maximizing u = u* will be found 
either on the boundary of the set or in its interior for any fixed t. In  two- 
dimensional form, these possibilities would be as shown in Fig. 2. 
In order to illustrate more clearly the procedure, a particular form of 
h(u, t) is used which is amenable to analysis. 
h(u, t) = b(t)u + urD(t)u. 
Both b(t) and D(t)  are assumed m X m diagonal matrices which are 
continuous for t C [0' ~]. The different cases are shown in Fig. 2. 
CAsE (b) 
We can determine the maximizing u = u* by taking partial deriva- 
tives of H with respect o u and equating to zero. 
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d~ "~ -~ -t- -~ B D-1B r 
(6.7) 
Thus in any time interval [a, hi, where 0 -<_ a -<_ t -<_ b <= r, if u* falls 
within the interior of U, we solve (6.7) by integration. 
Cis~ (a) o~ (o) 
If in a finite time interval L C [0, r], one or more components of u re- 
main on the boundary of U, then the partial derivatives of these compo- 
nents with respect o ~b are identically zero. The rest of the components 
* $ 
uk are determined from (6.3) and u~ are set equal to the boundary 
values for i ~ k. 
VII. THE CLOSURE OF THE SET ~(r) 
The existence of the optimal control is dependent upon the closure 
of the set of attainability, if there is at least one admissible control 
which steers the system from the given initial condition to the desired 
end condition. Lee (1964) has pointed out that the set ~2(r) is known to 
be closed when the cost functional integrand is of positive definite 
quadratic form in the control and state variables. This can also be ex- 
tended to include those intergrands which are strictly convex in the con- 
trol variables. 
Consider a sequence {h~.} E E~+I 
Lim Xj = X*. (7.1) 
Then any sequence {z(Xj, r)} C f~(~) < E~+I which has a cluster point 
@ must also have a subsequence {z (~,  T)} 
Lira z(~jk, r) = B (7.2) 
k-->~ 
and 
Lira k~'k = k*. (7.3) 
But z(~j~, ~) is bounded for al l j  and k with a fixed r < ~.  This implies 
that ~ E a(r) .  Since the sequence {kj} was arbitrary, all cluster points 
such as fl are contained in f~(¢). Hence a(r)  is closed. 
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